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TOWN AND COUNTRY NEW HOME: Coming soon to Williamsburg Estate. It is only
4,673 sq feet but looks bigger.
Current house 25 Williamsburg Estate Drive

4 bedroom 3-bath 2,390 square feet, built in 1968
Proposed new house:
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TOPPING ROAD UPDATE: This from Tim Randick, the project manager for the
Topping Road sidewalk and road improvement project from Clayton Road to Kent
Manor.
Yet another productive week for Gershenson installing more sections of sidewalk and ADA curb
ramps. While I usually try to include an image of construction, for this update I’m including what will be
the final striping at the intersection of Topping & Clayton. While many of you know and we have been
contacted by others, the traffic signals are currently off of the magnetic loops and are set to a timed
cycle. In addition to the traffic signal timing, turning from Clayton to Topping as been a topic of concern
also. Currently the temporary striping has the Topping to westbound Clayton much closer to the
intersection then the final striping will be. Once Topping is repaved the permanent striping will be
consistent with the attached plans giving trucks and trailers a comfortable turning radius so they won’t
track off onto the shoulder area. Once striping is completed the magnetic loops will be reinstalled and
the signal will be taken off the timed cycling. While we are still a month away from this occur I wanted
to provide this information for anyone that was concerned about what the end result would be at the
intersection.
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WEDNESDAY April 27, 2022

22-1718-Drug arrest- Woods Mill Rd.- SRO took report for juvenile in possession of
marijuana

22-1722- Drug arrest I-64 and Boones crossing- officers out on traffic stop found the
driver to be in possession of controlled substance.
Derrick Tallevast 20 Moscow Mills MO
04/27/22 Poss of Marijuana, Poss Drug Para, Unregistered Veh
07/13/21 No License Plates Guilty $50 fine
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Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1723- Warrant Arrest Olive and Brunhaven- Officers out on traffic violation found
the operator of the motor vehicle had outstanding warrants out of another Jurisdiction

22-1724- Larceny report Outlet Blvd.- a delayed report of theft from a retail store was
taken.

22-1725- Destruction of property and larceny report taken Lydia Hill – suspect
broke window in motor vehicle and took property from vehicle.

22-1726- Larceny report THF Blvd.- Suspects from theft in report 22-1725 used
stolen credit cards to make purchases at retail store in the valley.
Officers responded to an officer in need of aid call in North County where a Police
Officer was shot at from a motor vehicle. Our officers were disregarded after the scene
was secured.

22-1728-Larceny -THF Blvd- A 70 year-old male was stopped by Walmart Asset
Protection after he under-rang $48 worth of items at the self-checkout. He was cited by
SEU officers and released with his wife, who was unaware of her husband’s actions.
Lilburn James Paxton 70
04/27/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
06/27/07 Speeding 20+ mph over limit Guilty $89 fine
MO Hwy Patrol
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22-1732-Larceny- THF Blvd- A female suspect failed to ring items at the self-checkout.
The same female is a suspect in multiple other reports involving fraudulent returns and
thefts. Investigation by SEU is ongoing.

22-1733- Identity Theft – Isleview Dr- A resident reported receiving a letter from a
collection agency for a loan in the amount of $800 which she did not originate.

22-1737- Fugitive Arrest- Olive/Woods Mill- Driver was arrested during a traffic stop
for various warrants out of multiple jurisdictions.

22-1738- Drug Violation – River Valley/Olive- During a traffic stop the juvenile driver
was found to be in possession of drug paraphernalia and marijuana, which was labeled
“Hippos Marijuana Dispensary”. He was released to his mother, who responded to the
scene. Forwarded to the Juvenile Detective.
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22-1739- Miscellaneous – Ridgemeadow Dr- Residents’ 41 year-old son was served
by officers with an Ex Parte Order of Protection, after causing multiple disturbances
outside the residence that day. (See 22-1746)
22-1740-Prisoner Pickup – Olivette PD- A male prisoner was transported to
Chesterfield for his warrant for traffic and drug related charges. He was booked and is
being held pending his payment of bond.
22-1742 Fraud: A resident on Wishwood Ct. was sent a fraudulent check and directed
to deposit it and send back money before the check cleared. Report forwarded to the
Detective Bureau.
THURSDAY APRIL 28, 2022
22-1743 Miscellaneous Incident: A highly intoxicated male subject attempted to use
his keys to enter a residence on Hunter’s Way. However, the male subject moved
away from that residence a year ago. He was found passed out on the side of the
house. Contact was made with his mother on Brightfield Manor and he was released to
her custody.
An officer attempted to stop a motorcycle on Olive for traffic charges. However, the
motorcycle failed to stop and was last seen Westbound on Olive. The officer did not
pursue.

22-1746: Residents on Ridgemeadow obtained an ex-parte against their adult son.
Yesterday the son was served with the order. Today the son appeared back at his
parents’ home and was subsequently arrested. The investigation is ongoing as the
son expressed his intent to return to his parents’ home upon his release.
Michael C. Cammarata 41

04/28/22 Violation of Order of Protection

Chesterfield PD
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04/15/22 Poss Drug Paraphernalia
04/15/22 Property Damage, Disorderly Conduct, Stealing,
Littering
06/04/19 Full Order of Protection Served
08/06/09 Moving Violation Amended to Parking Vio $100 fine
08/10/06 No License Plates Guilty Fine

Chesterfield PD
St. John PD
St. Louis Co Court
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1750 Fraud: Resident on Highland Park reported he was scammed into giving an
unknown subject remote access to his cell phone thereby providing the subject with the
victim’s personal and banking information.

22-1751 Larceny: Car clouting of a vehicle parked in a driveway on Willow Weald
Path. No forced entry noted. A small amount of change is reported stolen.

22-1752 Burglary: A resident on Riverway made a delayed burglary report of her
apartment. No forced entry. Items stolen include furniture and several televisions. This
incident warrants further investigation to verify a burglary occurred as reported.
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22-1757 Drugs: A traffic stop on Chesterfield Airport resulted in the driver receiving a
SIL when he was found to be in possession of drug paraphernalia.
Thomas P. Leible 39

04/28/22
09/03/20
10/28/14
02/22/14
06/13/11
07/13/08
02/22/00

Speeding, Fail to Use Seatbelt, Poss Drug Para
Chesterfield PD
Felony Drug Poss Guilty SES Probation in lieu of 7-yrs Perryville PD
Full Order of Protection served on Leible
Ste. Genevieve Co
Felony Drug Possession Probation Revoked 7-yrs prison Ste. Genevieve Co
Felony Domestic Assault Probation Revoked 7-yrs prison Farmington PD
Domestic Assault Guilty $85 fine
Farmington PD
Assault Guilty Probation Revoked 3-days jail
Perryville PD

22-1759 - Larceny - 290 THF Blvd (Lowe's) - Delayed report involving a subject who attempted
to make a fraudulent return. Subject has been tentatively identified; Investigation is ongoing

22-1760 - Larceny - 100 THF Blvd (Walmart) - Employee failed to ring up items for his personal
use over multiple days. Subject was arrested for the theft as well as several active warrants
Dennis Lemon 27
04/27/22 Stealing
03/20/22 No Auto Insurance

Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
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01/17/22
12/01/21
07/08/21
03/22/17
04/17/15

Unregistered Vehicle
Possession of Marijuana
Speeding 26-30 mph over limit FTA warrant, Exp Tags
Speeding 26-30 mph over limit FTA Warrant
Stealing Guilty $250 fine

Hazelwood PD
Town & Country PD
Richmond Hts PD
Normandy PD
Maplewood PD

22-1762 - Larceny 100 THF Blvd (Walmart) - Juvenile employee stole items on 3 separate
occasions. The juvenile was released to his mother

FRIDAY APRIL 29, 2022

22-1767-Larceny report Woods Mill Rd.- Victim reported missing license plate
22-1769-Sexual Assault report victim reported to officer that she had been sexually
assaulted after the Prom.- Investigation referred to Juvenile Detective

22-1770-DWI report I-64 and Boones Crossing- Intoxicated suspect hit at least two
cars on west bound I-64 leaving the scene on each and was taken into custody on
North outer road after running off the roadway.- Suspect also had 6 year old child with
him.- Charges will be sought for the moving violations as well as Child endangerment.
Harold Joseph Fischer 51 Wentzville MO
04/29/22

DWI, 2 cts Leaving Scene of Crash, Child Endanger Chesterfield PD
No Auto Ins, 3-cts Improper Lane Use, Open Container
03/01/97 Non-Support Guilty 4-years Prison
St. Louis Co PD
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12/10/89 Careless & Impudent Driving Guilty $500 fine

St. Louis Co

22-1773-Larceny- Walmart
A subject entered the Walmart and "switched tickets" devaluing merchandise. The
subject was arrested and released on a summons.
Mallary Goodwin 32 Pacific MO
04/29/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
12/24/20 DWI prior Refused BA, No Valid Op License
Crawford Co SO
11/05/16 DWI amended to Illegal Parking $195 fine
New Haven PD
12/27/10 Moving Violation amended to Loud Muffler $210 fine
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1777-DWI-17027 North Outer 40
An Officer observed, while on patrol, an occupant in a parked vehicle acting
suspicious. A short time later the driver drove off at a high rate of speed through the
crowded parking lot, made a right turn onto North Outer 40 and proceeded to travel in
the opposite lane of traffic. The Officer quickly got the vehicle stopped and determined
the driver was intoxicated. A passenger in the vehicle was so intoxicated from alcohol
and a controlled substance an Ambulance was called for transport.
Cynthia Ruiz 26
04/29/22 DWI, Careless & Reckless Driving Wrong Way on One-Way Chesterfield PD

22-1778-Injured Animal-Clarkson Rd
An Officer put down a deer after it was struck by a vehicle.
Around 17:30 hours an explosion call was received through Dispatch. It was
determined to be a small earthquake. According to information received it measured a
2.5. No damage was reported, however traffic lights at a couple of intersections
had malfunctioned and needed reset by MoDot.
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SATURDAY APRIL 30, 2022

22-1783 Larceny: Resident on Isleview reported the theft of one license plate renewal
tab from his vehicle.

22-1786 Domestic: Husband/wife disturbance on White Pine Ridge Ct turned physical
when the intoxicated husband began shoving the wife. No visible injuries and the wife
refused medical assistance. Upon the first officer’s arrival, the husband expressed a
desire to leave and pushed the officer aside in his attempt to do so. The husband then
struggled with the officer who eventually managed to make the arrest. Neither the
officer nor the husband was injured during the incident. The husband was charged with
Domestic Assault, Assault on LEO and Resisting Arrest with Muni warrant
application to take place while he is in custody.
Robert Schmitt 46
04/30/22 Domestic Assault, Resisting Arrest, Assault on LEO
Chesterfield PD

Prisoner pick up from Manchester.

22-1790-DWI-Long and Edison
During a traffic stop the Officer determined the driver was intoxicated. The driver was
arrested.
Leron A. Knight II 21
04/30/22 DWI
Chesterfield PD
04/14/21 Unregistered Vehicle
University City PD
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22-1791-Drug Arrest-16461 Wildhorse Creek Rd
Officers responded to the AC Hotel in reference to an eviction. The individuals being
evicted were known to Chesterfield Officers as prostitutes. During the eviction Officers
found numerous drugs. The drugs were seized and one of the individuals was arrested.
Deborah Doty 29

04/30/22
02/07/22
09/14/21
07/22/21
06/22/21
01/12/21
10/25/20
06/06/20
01/31/19
01/16/15
09/25/14
12/02/13
07/30/13
05/16/12
04/25/12
07/06/09
10/03/06

Felony Drug Possession, Fugitive Outstanding Warrants Chesterfield PD
Fugitive Out of State Jurisdiction
St. Charles Co DOC
Stealing
Des Peres DPS
Display Lic Plates of Another, No Veh Ins
St. Louis Co PD
Felony Drug Poss, Poss Drug Para, Unreg Veh, No Ins St. Charles City PD
Felony Drug Possession, Poss Drug Paraphernalia
St. Peters PD
Unreg Veh, Drive While Revoked, No Veh Ins FTA WAR Chesterfield PD
Stealing, Fel Drug Poss, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia
St. Charles City PD
Felony Drug Possession
Fairview Hts IL PD
Disorderly Conduct
Sauget IL PD
Criminal Trespass to Vehicles
Metro Transit IL
Felony Proptery Damage
Madison IL PD
Unlawful Use of Knife
Collinsville IL PD
Driving While Suspended
Illinois State Police
Driving While Suspended
Illinois State Police
Felony Retail Theft
Collinsville IL PD
Fighting & Assault
Pontoon IL PD

22-1794-Found Property-Chesterfield Mall
A gun magazine was located hidden behind a fire hydrant. The magazine was collected
and placed into evidence.
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Reporting party found a Smith and Wesson .40cal. pistol magazine, loaded with 7
rounds, on the parking lot near Warehouse of Fixtures at 2020 Chesterfield Mall.
Officers took custody of the magazine and did an area canvas but a weapon could not
be found. The magazine was placed into evidence.
An Officer responded to Ellisville for a prisoner pick up relative to a stealing
charge. Bond was later posted.
Officers responded to a fight in progress at Top Golf. Upon arrival, one of the subjects
left the scene prior to police arrival. Employees stated they could not determine who
instigated the fight as both subjects were intoxicated. Officers were unable to determine
who the other individual was but believe the two were acquainted through work. A Field
Interview Report was completed.
SUNDAY MAY 1, 2022
22-1796 - Larceny - Clarkson Rd: An employee reported a gas drive-off. The
responding officer located the subject and the individual made restitution.

22-1797 - Drug Violation - Clayton Rd: An officer conducted a traffic stop and
discovered the driver had an active warrant from another jurisdiction. The officer
arrested the suspect and searched him incident to arrest. The officer discovered
suspected heroin and paraphernalia in the suspect's clothing.
Michael Williams 26
22-1798 - Prisoner Pickup- Town & Country: An officer picked up a prisoner from
Town and Country. The suspect posted bond and was released to another jurisdiction
with active warrants.

22-1799 - Property Damage - THF: A resident was shopping in Chesterfield Valley
yesterday and got into a minor verbal altercation with the driver parked next to her. She
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left her vehicle to go shopping and found new damage on her car when she came
back.
No Report - 64 THF Blvd (Dicks) - Officers responded to a call for a suspicious vehicle parked
in front of Dick's Sporting Goods. Upon their arrival the suspicious vehicle fled, failing to
yield. Officers did not pursue
22-1804 - Open door
Resident who lives on Amiot Court reported his neighbors garage door was open and
they were not home. Officers responded and checked the home, nothing was found out
of place and officers were able to secure residence. Notification was left for the
homeowner.

MONDAY MAY 02, 2022
22-1805 - Repossessed Vehicle
A 2019 Honda Civic with a 2021 CA plate of 8XMS800 was repossessed by Image
Recovery.
22-1806 - Repossessed Vehicle
A 2011 Land Rover LR2 with a 2023 MO plate of TD3R6P was repossessed by Image
Recovery.

22-1807 Stolen Auto: A resident on Coliseum reported his Dodge Ram pick up was
stolen from the complex parking lot. The keys had been left in the vehicle. Also, in the
vehicle at the time of the theft was the victim’s .22 revolver.
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22-1814: A Chesterfield juvenile reported taking an embarrassing photo of himself
which someone obtained from a social media application. The unknown subject then
convinced the juvenile to make a $200 bank transfer under threat of further releasing
the photo.
22-1815: A Chesterfield juvenile reported receiving inappropriate photos on her phone
from a fellow student. The detective bureau is aware of the incident and will investigate
further.

22-1816 Elder Abuse: A resident at Surrey Place reported that the nursing staff was
unnecessarily rough with her while moving her from bed. The incident caused injury
which necessitated the victim to be transported to St. Luke’s. The incident is under
further investigation and was hot lined.
22-838: Recovered Stolen Auto A 2013 Acura, that was stolen off Stablestone on
3/2/2022 and recovered by Florissant yesterday, was processed by an I.D. officer.

22-1818 Identity Theft – Tara Oaks – Unknown persons opened utility bills using the
victim’s pedigree information
22-1820/ 22-1821 -Traffic accident/ Minor in Possession of Tobacco products –
Eatherton near Lions Head – An underage driver was involved in a 1 vehicle
accident. Investigation revealed the driver was also in possession of tobacco
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22-1822 – Larceny – 100 THF Blvd (Walmart) - Subject did not scan all of the items in
her cart at the self check-out lane
Carol Bishop 68
05/02/22 Stealing

Chesterfield PD

22-1824/ 22-1825 – Traffic Accident/ DWI -A vehicle ran off the road on Hwy 141 near
Ladue. Investigation revealed the driver to be intoxicated 181%
Serra Meyer 39
05/02/22 DWI, Careless & Imp
Chesterfield PD
01/25/22 Unreg Veh PG $50 fine, No Auto Ins pending
Brentwood PD

22-1826 – Harassment –Caprice Dr – Subject created a fake Facebook account to
harass and threaten the victim. Forwarded to the Detective Bureau
22-1827 – Sudden Death -Cotting Ct – 59 yr old male was found deceased in his
home after a welfare check by his brother. Investigation revealed it to be natural
causes
TUESDAY MAY 3, 2022
22-1829 - Warrant Arrest - Station: A subject with a Chesterfield warrant turned herself
into the station and immediately posted bond.
22-1662 (Update) - Stealing - Preston Ridge: SEU Officers arrested a subject for
multiple thefts at retail stores. There are multiple reports associated with this suspect.
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22-1833 - Destruction of Property - Eatherton Rd: The victim reported his parked
vehicle had the window broken and rummaged through. He has reported no items
missing at this time.

22-1837 - Domestic Disturbance -Manorlac: A male and female had a verbal
argument that escalated with both parties stating the other made physical contact.
Investigating Officers and paramedics at the scene found no injuries on either party or
any independent witness. The report will be forwarded to the City of Chesterfield
Prosecuting Attorney for review.

22-1838 - Assault - Village Green: An employee of the Village Green Apartments
stated a resident assaulted her by pushing an office chair into her. The investigation is
ongoing at the time of this report.
22-1839-Vehicle Collision- EB64 / Spirit of STL- Two-vehicle collision involving an
overturned work truck and Nissan sedan. A subject was transported via ambulance for
minor injuries.
22-1840-CIT – Long Rd / Wildhorse Creek – An 18 year-old female resident was
transported for a psychological evaluation after she made suicidal statements to her
family.
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22-1844- Attempted Larceny – Woodchase Lane- Victim’s vehicle was rummagedthrough while it was parked in a resident’s garage. No items appeared to be missing.

22-1848 Domestic Assault 4/ Assault LEO/ Resisting Arrest – Marcus Aurelius
Walk: Officers responded to a call for a disturbance. Upon arrival they contacted an intoxicated
female resident who was arrested after she struck her boyfriend in front of officers. While being
escorted to the patrol car she resisted arrest, kicked an officer and spat on him. The subject was
transported to the station where she was booked and placed in holdover awaiting release.

Toni Marie Simon 42
05/03/22
10/25/14
09/12/14
06/15/14
01/30/12
01/17/07

Common Assault, Resisting Arrest, Assault on LEO
Careless and Impudent Driving Guilty 20-days jail
DWI-Drugs Guilty SES Probation, Fail to Keep Right
Careless and Impudent Driving Guilty $200 fine
DWI SIS Probation revoked SES probation
Defective Equipment $75 fine

Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol
Washington PD
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol

CITY COUNCIL MEETING CANCELLED: The Chesterfield powers to be cancelled the
City Council meeting for May 2. But they met, just not at 7pm when more residents
could attend. The city leaders refused to stream a video of the Strategic Planning
Conference held at 8:30am for 4-hours or make a recording available on the city’s
website.
Currently they plan to hold another Planning Conference this upcoming Monday, but
that may change. (see below)
CHESTERFIELD CITY ADMINISTRATOR MIKE GEISEL ANNOUNCES HE HAS
COVID: On Tuesday May 2 the Chesterfield City Administrator Mike Geisel sent out an
email to staff and elected officials that he has tested positive for COVID.
On Monday Geisel attended the 4-hour long 8:30-to-12:30 Strategic Planning Meeting
held with staff and the city council.
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They held a special 4-hour Strategic Planning seminar with no voting on any issues.
The meeting was from 8:30 to 12:30 with plenty of bathroom breaks (6 members are
over 70). After the meeting City Administrator Mike Geisel tested positive for COVID.
Mike Geisel had just returned from vacation.

Mike Geisel
Geisel coming down with COVID is a good example that the COVID pandemic is NOT
OVER yet and Chesterfield should make things safer for residents by live streaming
council meetings and making recordings available on the city’s website. Safety should
come before egos of politicians not wanting to be recorded saying something stupid.
A number of police officers had to deal with and recover from COVID in 2020 and 2021.

NEW HOTEL FOR CHESTERFIELD VALLEY PROPOSED: A 168 room 5-story hotel
with a 1,000 square foot restaurant is planned for a current 14.8 acre empty lot at 18125
Spirit Commerce Drive in the Chesterfield Valley on the north side of Chesterfield
Airport Road near the Comfort Suites. . A review of the project is pending before the
Planning Commission.

Current view
Proposed Building:
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BILLY G’S TO TAKE THE PLACE OF BALABANS ON CLARKSON ROAD IN FRONT
OF DIERBERGS.

current
Coming Soon:
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Schnucks to CHESTERFIELD VALLEY
Description: Updated architectural elevations for new tenant in Chesterfield Commons
Address: 220 THF BLVD
Ward: 4
Development Stage: Pending Review

PICKLEBALL COMING TO CHESTERFIELD VALLEY THIS SUMMER AND INSIDE
COURTS IN 2023. On Friday May 6 developer Michael Staenberg will announce that
he will be building a new addition to The District called the hub. This will include 10
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outside pickleball courts hopefully available by August and 10 indoor courts available by
the Spring of 2023. He announced all this earlier in a YouTube video interview out on
Tuesday.

Michael Staenberg
The Youtube video with the interview of Staenberg talking about the hub and the
pickleball courts can been seen at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRh6A872Ezw
Meanwhile the city is still dragging its feet on installing pickleball courts. Parks Director
Tom McCarthy sent me an email saying that the two pickleball courts planned for the
Logan Park on Schoettler Road are scheduled in Phase 2 of the construction.
REAL ESTATE: Spend $1,480,000 for a 5-bedroom (6 bath) house at 1819 S. Mason
Road in Town and Country on a 1 acre lot and get access to an additional 564 acre
backyard, also known as Queeny Park. This house and property abuts on two sides to
Queeny Park. It was on the market about a week before an offer was made.
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CARTOONS:
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FROM CBC GRAD MIKE PETERS
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